May CORE Meeting Agenda – May 14, 2014
3:00 PM EST
Call in: 1-866-951-1151 Room: 7429868

Updates:

1. Second webinar on Grantsmanship and evaluation was conducted by Dr. Hye Jin Park.
   
   - **Registered:** 76; **Attended:** 22
   - **Q: Please respond to the following statement:** “I learned new Information from today's webinar”
     Strongly Agree:6% (1); Agree: 56% (9); Neither Agree nor disagree: 19% (3)
     Disagree: 6% (1); Strongly Disagree:6% (1)
   - **Q: Please rate your overall satisfaction with today's webinar**
     Very Satisfied: 6% (1) Satisfied: 43% (7) Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied: 38% (6)
     Dissatisfied: 6% (1)% Very Dissatisfied: 6% (1)

2. Second webinar on sample evaluation plans was conducted by Dr. Christopher Smith.
   
   - **Registered:** 47; **Attended:** 32
   - **Q: Please respond to the statement:** “I learned new Information from today's webinar”
     Strongly Agree: 33% (5); Agree: 67% (10)
   - **Q: Please rate your overall satisfaction with today's webinar**
     Very Satisfied: 47% (7); Satisfied: 53%(8)
   - **Overall Comments:** Very positive. One comment: “Very thorough. Even though many UCEDD leaders understand evaluation and practice it the presenter added clear, helpful instruction on application to our work.”

3. Mark Innocenti has agreed to do the 3rd webinar on Telling Your Story. This will be schedule for September.

4. There will be a research component in the annual meeting in that those submitting proposals will be asked to indicate if they are presenting original research and then describe their research, in brief.

5. There will be a workshop at the annual meeting/conference. We need to make a decision if the workshop will combine data visualization with RE-AIM or just one of these topics.

Notes

Data Visualization: A couple of people who have published current articles are Stephanie Evergreen (Evergreen Data) and Tarek Azzam (Claremont Graduate University and Claremont Evaluation Center). Previous feedback from a CORE member stated that they attended online training called "An Executive Summary is Not Enough: Effective Reporting for Evaluators" by Kylie Hutchinson (Community Solutions Planning & Evaluation, Vancouver, BC). Kylie is a great presenter and we are very pleased about what we are learning.

RE-AIM: a framework that is designed to accelerate the dissemination of research by Russ Glasgow. It is all about making research more relevant to the community, more quickly.
Other points of consideration:

1. Getting more information on CORE to the AUCD network. Partnerships with other Councils? - When Tony was board president he sent out an e-mail to directors and assistant directors – every UCEDD should have an active member involved in each council – thoughts on doing this again?

*Share topics and jointly sponsoring things –
*LEND co-sponsoring pre-conference workshops with LENDS